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Abstract
Is it always possible to explain randomstochastic transitions between states of aﬁnite-dimensional
systemas arising from the deterministic quantumevolutionof the system? If not, thenwhat is the
minimal amount of randomness required byquantumtheory to explain a given stochastic process?Here,
we address this problemby studying possible coheriﬁcationsof a quantumchannelΦ, i.e., we look for
channels F that induce the same classical transitionsT, but are ‘more coherent’. To quantify the
coherence of a channelΦwemeasure the coherenceof the corresponding Jamiołkowski state JΦ.We
show that the classical transitionmatrixT canbe coheriﬁed to reversible unitary dynamics if and only ifT
is unistochastic.Otherwise the Jamiołkowski state J F of theoptimally coheriﬁed channel ismixed, and
the dynamicsmust necessarily be irreversible. To assess the extent towhich anoptimal process F is
indeterministicweﬁnd explicit boundson the entropy andpurity of J F , and relate the latter to the
unitarity of F .We alsoﬁndoptimal coheriﬁcations for several classes of channels, including all one-
qubit channels. Finally, weprovide a non-optimal coheriﬁcation procedure thatworks for an arbitrary
channelΦ and reduces its rank (theminimal number of requiredKraus operators) from d2 to d.
1. Introduction
Randomprocesses are ubiquitous inboth classical andquantumphysics.However, thenature of randomness in
these two regimes differs signiﬁcantly.On the onehand, classical randomevolution is necessarily irreversible.On
the other hand, quantumevolutionmaybe completely deterministic (and thus reversible if nomeasurement is
performed), but nevertheless lead to randommeasurement outcomes of observableAby transforming a system
into a coherent superposition of eigenstates ofA.Whenprobing thedynamics of the systemone can therefore
observe the same random transitions, irrespectively ofwhether the evolution is coherent or incoherent. The
question then arises: towhat extent an observed random transformation canbe explained via the underlying
deterministic and coherent process, andhowmuchunavoidable classical randomnessmust be involved in it?
To formulate this problemmore precisely, consider a d-dimensional physical systemundergoing some
unknown evolution. In order to characterize it, oneﬁrstmeasures the system, ﬁnding it in somewell-deﬁned
state j, e.g., an eigenstate of observableA. One then allows the system to evolve for time τ and performs the same
measurement again, this time ﬁnding the system in state i. By repeating this proceduremany times and
collecting the statistics ofmeasurement outcomes, one can reconstruct the transitionmatrixT, with entriesTij
describing transition probabilities between states j and i. Now, for a truly random classical process, repeating it
(e.g., by letting the system evolve for 2τ instead of τ) leads to the evolution described byT 2.We illustrate this in
ﬁgure 1(a) for an exemplary two-dimensional system.However, in quantumphysics, different transitions
(paths) ofT can interfere with each other, so that the composition of two processes will generally not be
described by a transitionmatrixT 2. In particular, the compound process can even become fully deterministic,
leading to the complete disappearance of the observed randomness (seeﬁgure 1(b)). Our question can then be
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rephrased as: what is the optimal coheriﬁcation of the randomprocess described by a classical transition
matrixT?
Amore formalmotivation for our studies comes from the resource-theoretic approach to quantum
information. To explain it, let usﬁrst consider a simpler and better-knownproblem: how coherent is a given
quantum state ρ of a d-dimensional system, and towhat extent can it be transformed into a ‘more coherent’
state?Note that we do not refer here to the notion of spin-coherent states, which does not depend on the choice
of basis [1], but rather to amore recent concept of coherence with respect to a given basis [2], distinguished for
instance by the eigenbasis of the system’sHamiltonian. Any state represented by a densitymatrix that is diagonal
in the preferred basis is incoherent in that sense, as it corresponds to a statisticalmixture of classical states. On
the other hand, a quantum state whose non-diagonal elements, called coherences, do not vanishmay lead to non-
classical effects of quantum interference. However, a generic system-environment interaction leads to the
process of decoherence, due towhich the off-diagonal entries tend to zero and the state becomes classical.
From the perspective of emerging quantum information technologies, coherence can be treated as a resource
[3] allowing one to perform tasks impossible otherwise. It is then crucial to assess which quantum states are
more valuable, i.e., havemore coherence. One is thus confrontedwith the problemof quantifying coherence [2],
which effectivelymeans ordering the set of quantum states according to their coherence properties. Several
competingmeasures of coherence of a quantum state were recently discussed in the literature, e.g., the l1 normof
the off-diagonal entries of a densitymatrix or the relative entropy between a state and its decohered version (for a
comprehensive review see [4] and references therein). Note that the diagonal densitymatrices, appearing as a
result of the process of decoherence, are situated at the very bottomof this ordering, as they are classical and do
not carry any coherence at all.
Theproblemof quantifying coherencehas been taken a step farther by focusing on cohering powerof quantum
channels [5], i.e., studying thedegree towhich aquantummapcancreate coherence in an initially incoherent state.
One can analyze themaximal or the average gainof coherence,where the average is takenover a suitable set of
incoherent states. Such an approach is applicable tounitary transformations [6, 7] and tonon-unitary operations
[8–10], and in thiswayquantumchannels canbeordereddependingon their power to create coherence.
Within this approach, however, quantum states and their coherence are still the central objects of interest.
Here, we take an alternative path andmake quantum channels themselves themain focus of our study.
Employing thewell known Jamiołkowski–Choi isomorphism [11, 12], i.e., the fact that every quantum channel
Φ is isomorphic to a bipartite quantum state JΦ [13], we propose to apply themeasures of coherence to bipartite
states associatedwith a given channel. This waywe can quantitatively investigate the problemposed at the
beginning of this section: how coherent can a given random transformation be?More precisely, for a given
stochastic transitionmatrixTwe look for themaximally coherent quantum channel F , which under complete
decoherence collapses toT, so that the diagonal parts of both Jamiołkowski states are equal.Weﬁrst prove that a
channel whose classical action is described by a transitionmatrixT can be coheriﬁed to a reversible unitary
transformation if and only ifT is unistochastic.We then derive general upper and lower bounds on the optimal
Figure 1.Classical versus quantum randomness.A two-dimensional system is initially prepared in a state 0 0ñá∣ ∣. (a)The random
classical evolution, running between times 0 and τ andmapping between states 0 0ñá∣ ∣ and 1 1ñá∣ ∣, is described by the transitionmatrix
TwithTij=1/2 for all i, j. The resulting state of the system at time τ ismaximallymixed, 0 0 1 1 2ñá + ñá(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣) . Further evolution
between times τ and 2τ is also described byT, leading to the total evolution being described by T 2 and leaving the system in the
maximallymixed state. (b)The quantum evolution between times 0 and τ is described by a unitary operatorUwithU 1 211 = -
andU 1 2ij = otherwise (henceU is a normalized 2 × 2Hadamardmatrix). The resulting state of the system at time τ is +ñá+∣ ∣,
with 0 1 2+ñ = ñ + ñ∣ (∣ ∣ ) . Note that if ameasurement were performed at time τ, onewould recover transition probabilitiesTij as
in(a). However, if the system evolves further between times τ and 2τ according toU, due to interference of the paths, the state of the
system becomes 0 0ñá∣ ∣, and thus the total evolution is described by the identitymatrix,U 2 = .
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coheriﬁcation of a channel described by a non-unistochasticT. Finally, we construct optimally coheriﬁedmaps
for any one-qubit channel and certain classes of channels acting on higher dimensional systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2we set the scene by introducing necessary concepts concerning
the coherence andmixedness of quantum states and channels, and formulate the optimal coheriﬁcation
problem.General limitations for coherifying quantum channels are then derived and analyzed in section 3,
wherewe also study particular families ofmaps in detail. In section 4we discuss physical interpretation of
coherence and purity of a channel, and relate these quantities to unitarity [14] and cohering power [5].
Concluding remarks are presented in the ﬁnal section 5, while some technical results, predominantly
concerning channels acting on two- and three-dimensional spaces, are relegated to appendices A–D.
2. Setting the scene
2.1. Coherence andmixedness of quantum states
A state of a ﬁnite-dimensional quantum system is described by a density operator ρ acting on a d-dimensional
Hilbert space d that is positive, ρ0, and normalized by a trace condition, Tr 1r =( ) . The convex set of all
densitymatrices of size d, denoted by d , has d 12 - dimensions and contains the d 1-( )-dimensional
simplex d of normalized probability vectors of lengthd. Byl r( )wewill denote the probability vector with
entries given by the eigenvalues of ρ arranged in a non-increasing order.
A state is pure if ρ=ρ2 (equivalently if 1, 0, , 0l r = ¼( ) [ ]), so it can be represented by a one-dimensional
projector, r y y= ñá∣ ∣; andmixed otherwise. Typicalmeasures used to quantify the degree ofmixedness of a
given state [15, 16] include the vonNeumann entropy6,
S aTr log log , 1
i
i iår r r l r l r= - = -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
and purity,
bTr . 1
i j
ij
2
,
2å l lg r r r r r= = =( ) ( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) · ( ) ( )
Note that, since the abovemeasures are directly related to the eigenvalues of ρ, they are unitarily invariant, and
thus themixedness of a quantum state is preserved under unitary dynamics.
On the other hand, in order to study coherence of dr Î oneﬁrst needs to specify a basis with respect to
which the coherence ismeasured [2]. This basismay be distinguished by the problemunder study, e.g., within
quantum thermodynamics one ismainly concernedwith superposition of energy eigenstates [17, 18]. Here,
however, wewill study the problem in a general quantum information context, and thuswewill simply ﬁx an
orthonormal basis i i
d
1ñ ={∣ } .We say that a state is incoherent, or classical, when it is diagonal in the chosen basis.
Classical states can be alternatively represented by a probability distribution p diag r= ( ), where diag r( )
denotes amapping of a densitymatrix ρ into a probability vector p dÎ with pi=ρii.With a slight abuse of the
notationwewill alsowrite dr Î if ρ is diagonal. Before we introducemeasures of coherence, let usﬁrst deﬁne a
completely decohering quantum channel,
i i i i . 2
i
  år r r= á ñ ñá( ) ≔ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
Note that under the action of  any quantum state ρ undergoes complete decoherence and becomes diagonal in
the preferred basis. Thus, r and the associated probability distribution p diag r= ( ) can be considered as the
classical version of a general quantum state ρ. Notice also that  is a projector onto d as dr Î and
  r r=( ) for all ρ.
The problemof quantifying the amount of coherence present in a state has been addressed in [2], while an
earlier work [19]was devoted to quantifying quantum superposition. Two particularmeasures of coherence that
wewill focus on in this work are the relative entropy of coherence,
pS S S S S a, 3e   lr r r r r r= - = -( ) ≔ ( ∣∣ ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )
and the 2-normof coherence7
p p b. 32 2   l lr r r g r g r r r- = - = - ( ) ≔ ( ) ( ) ( ) · ( ) · ( )
6
Within this workwewill use S(·) to denote both the vonNeumann entropy of a densitymatrix, as well as the Shannon entropy of a
probability distribution.
7
Wenote that from the resource-theoretic perspective [2] 2 does not strictly satisfy all desirable requirements for a coherencemeasure.
While it is true that under incoherent CPTPmaps the 2-normof coherence is non-increasing, it can increase on average under selective
measurements. However, in our study of coherence of quantum channels, the resource-theoretic constraints have no clear physicalmeaning,
and thus 2 is a completely legitimatemeasure of coherence.
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It is evident that themeasures of coherence are directly related to themeasures ofmixedness.More precisely, the
relative entropy of coherence is the difference between the entropy of a classical version of a state and the
quantum state itself; and the 2-normof coherence is the difference between the purity of a quantum state and the
purity of its classical version.
Among the family of states with aﬁxed spectrum, i.e., belonging to a unitary orbit, themeasures of
mixedness are equal, but themeasures of coherence vary signiﬁcantly. Theminimal coherence, equal to zero, is
obtained for the diagonal stateU † ρU, whereU is the unitarymatrix containing the eigenvectors of ρ. The
maximal coherence is achieved by the contradiagonal state [20], HU UHcontr r= † †, whereH is a Fouriermatrix
(or,more generally, a complexHadamardmatrix [21]), which is unitary and has entries with the samemodulus,
H d1ij 2 =∣ ∣ . Since all diagonal elements of the contradiagonal state are equal, d1iicontr = , one gets
d Sloge cont r r= -( ) ( ) and d12 cont r g r= -( ) ( ) .
On the other hand, among the family of states with a ﬁxed diagonal, i.e., quantum states that under the
action of  decohere to the same classical state, bothmixedness and coherencemeasures vary.However, they
aremaximized andminimized by the same states, which can be directly inferred from equations (3a), (3b). The
minimumcan be obtained by acting with the decohering channel  (that leaves the diagonal unchanged) on any
member of the family, leading to zero coherence. In a similar fashionwe can deﬁne an optimal coherifying
transformation (which should not be confusedwith coherencemeasures) thatmaps anymember of the family
into a state thatmaximizes purity (and thus coherence),
, such that diag diag . 4  r r y y r r= = ñá =( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ( ) ( )
This problemhas a simple solution for anymixed stateρ. Identifying its diagonal elements with components of
a probability vector p, one canwrite explicitly a family of optimally coherifying transformations
p p: e , 5ij i j
i i j r r r = f f- ( )( )
where the phases, 0, 2if pÎ [ ), are arbitrary. Themixedness of such coheriﬁed states is zero and coherence
achieves itsmaximal value, pSe r =( ) ( ) and p p12 r = -( ) · . In ourworkwewill also refer to non-
optimal coheriﬁcation transformations thatmap a diagonal state into a statewith the same diagonal but some
non-zero off-diagonal terms. Inﬁgure 2we illustrate the ideas of decoherence and coheriﬁcation of quantum
states using low-dimensional examples.
Let us emphasize that equation (4) does not describe a realistic physical process, but rather it provides an
answer to a legitimate question concerning the possible past of an irreversible quantumdynamics. Such a
ﬁctitious coheriﬁcation can be treated as a kind of a formal inverse of the process of decoherence.More precisely,
for a diagonal state dr Î wehave ;  r r=( ( )) and for a pure state y yñá∣ ∣we have   y y y yñá ~ ñá( (∣ ∣)) ∣ ∣,
where the equivalence is up to phase factors of the off-diagonal terms.
Finally, note that coheriﬁcation can be compared to the knownprocedure [15, 22] of puriﬁcation of a
quantum state. Anymixed quantum state can be puriﬁed at the expense of increasing the dimension of the
Hilbert space.More precisely, for any state dr Î its puriﬁcation is given by a pure state AB d d y ñ Î Ä∣ of
the extended system, such that its partial trace reads TrB AB ABy y rñá =(∣ ∣) . The Schmidt vector of ABy ñ∣ coincides
with the spectrumof ρ, e.g., if the state ρ ismaximallymixed, the state ABy ñ∣ ismaximally entangled. Both formal
procedures are not unique and they allowone toﬁnd possible preimages of ρwith respect to non-invertible
physical operations. Namely, puriﬁcation yields states of an extended systemwhich are transformed into ρ by a
partial trace; and coheriﬁcation of a state ρ provides states of the same size which decay into r due to
decoherence.
Figure 2.Decoherence and coheriﬁcation of quantum states. (a)For d=2 a pure state r y y= ñá∣ ∣decoheres into the classical state
2r Î lying on the axis of the Bloch ball. Its coheriﬁcation,  r( ) gives the entire ring of pure states r that decohere into ;r (b)
For d=4 classical states from the probability tetrahedron, 4r Î , can be coheriﬁed into pure states r from the boundary of 4 .
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2.2. Coherence andmixedness of quantum channels
In this workwe generalize the notion of coherence andmixedness of quantum states to quantum channels, i.e.,
completely positive trace preserving (CPTP)maps acting on densitymatrices of order d.Wewill denote by d
the set of all quantum channels, also called stochasticmaps, acting on d . Recall that for any dF Î one can
deﬁne the associated Jamiołkowski state [11], as the image of the extendedmap acting on amaximally entangled
state,
J
d
1
, 6= F Ä WñáWF ( )∣ ∣ ( )
with iiiWñ = å ñ∣ ∣ and  denoting the identity channel. Note also that the Jamiołkowski state is proportional to
the dynamicalmatrix of Choi [12], so that J dR= FF . Here, with a slight abuse of the notation,Φdenotes the
representation of the channel as amatrix of size d2, i.e., a superoperator with entries in the preferred basis given
by j i k lTr ;ij kl,F = ñá F ñá(∣ ∣ (∣ ∣)) and the reshufﬂing transformation,XR, exchanges elements of amatrix in such
away that square blocks of size d after reshaping form rows of length d2, so that X Xij kl R ik jl, ,=( ) —see [13] for
further details. Finally, for every quantum channel there exists a Kraus decomposition [15], or the operator-sum
representation, of the form
K K , 7
i
i iåF =(·) (·) ( )†
whereKi are calledKraus operators. Due to trace preserving condition these satisfy K Ki i i å =† , where 
denotes the identitymatrix of size d.
The condition of dF Î is equivalent to [11]
J a0, 8F ( )
J
d
bTr . 81
=F( ) ( )
These conditions imply that diagonal elements (in the preferred basis) of the Jamiołkowski state correspond to
the entries of a d× d (column-stochastic) transitionmatrixT,
ij J ij
d
T
1
, 9ijá ñ =F∣ ∣ ( )
withT 0ij  and T 1i ijå = . The set of stochastic transitionmatrices of order dwill be denoted by d . This set of
classicalmaps has d(d−1) dimensions and can be embedded inside the set d of quantummapswith d4− d2
dimensions [16]. Since the diagonal of JΦ (up to a constant 1/d factor) is given by the elements of a transition
matrixT, wewill write J Tdiag
d
1= ññF( ) ∣ , where ññ∣· denotes the (row-wise) vectorization of amatrix,
T T , 10ññ = Ä Wñ∣ ( )∣ ( )
which can be alsowritten as
T T T T T T, , , , , , , 11d dd11 12 1 21 ññ = ¼ ¼∣ [ ] ( )
with denoting a transpose.We also deﬁne Táá ∣by theHermitian conjugate of the right-hand side of
equation (10).
Before we deﬁne the coherence of a quantum channelΦ, let usﬁrst physically interpret the entries of the
corresponding Jamiołkowski state JΦ.Writing it in thematrix form in the distinguished basis we have the
following block form
J
d
D C C
C D C
C C D
1
...
...
...
12
d
d
d d d
1 12 1
21 2 2
1 2
=F    
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥
( )
with
D
T c c
c T c
c c T
C
c c c
c c c
c c c
...
...
...
,
...
...
...
, 13i
i
ii
d
ii
ii
i d
ii
d
ii
d
ii
id
ij
ij ij
d
ij
ij ij
d
ij
d
ij
d
ij
dd
ij
1 12 1
21 2 2
1 2
11 12 1
21 22 2
1 2
= =
       
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
( )
where c i k l jkl
ij = á F ñá ñ∣ (∣ ∣)∣ and formallyT cij jjii= .We thus see that the diagonal elements ofDi describe how
initial populations (occupations in the preferred basis) affect theﬁnal population of a state i; and the off-diagonal
elements ofDi describe how initial coherences affect the ﬁnal population of a state i. On the other hand, the
diagonal elements ofCij describe how initial populations affect theﬁnal coherence between states i andj; and the
off-diagonal elements ofC ij describe how initial coherences affect the ﬁnal coherence between states i andj.
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In analogywith the standard completely decoheringmap, equation (2), we also deﬁne a decohering
operation  which acts on any quantum channelsΦ by bringing its corresponding Jamiołkowski state into the
diagonal form,
J J: . 14 F  F =F F ( )
Diagonal Jamiołkowski state J d2 ÎF represents the classicalmapT dÎ acting on probability vectors of
sized. The action of F on any state ρ isﬁrst to completely decohere it into r , and then to transform the
probability vector p diag r= ( ) into pT , so that theﬁnal state is always classical. Therefore, againwith a slight
abuse of the notation, wewill write dF Î andΦ∼T if JΦ is diagonal and J Tdiag d1= ññF( ) ∣ .
As every quantum channel is isomorphic to a densitymatrix on an extendedHilbert space, d d Ä , it is
then natural to apply the standardmeasures ofmixedness and coherence to the Jamiołkowski state JΦ and to
characterize in this way the properties of the associated channel.More formally, for any quantum channelΦ
acting on quantum states of size d one deﬁnes the entropy of a channel [23],
S S J a, 15F F( ) ≔ ( ) ( )
and the purity of a channel,
J b. 15g gF F( ) ≔ ( ) ( )
These quantities allowus to introduce
1. entropic coherence of a channel,
J S
d
T S J a
1
, 16e e F = ññ -F F⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ≔ ( ) ∣ ( ) ( )
and
2. 2-norm coherence of a channel,
J J
d
T T J
d
TT b
1
Tr
1
Tr . 162 2 2
2
2
  gF = - áá ññ = -F F F( ) ≔ ( ) ( ) ∣ ( ) ( ) ( )†
Note that 2 F( ) can be decomposed into two terms,
, 17D C2 2 2  F = F + F( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
with D2 F( )measuring coherence coming fromdiagonal blocksDi and C2 F( ) fromoff-diagonal blocksC ij, i.e.,
c c, . 18D
i k l
k l
kl
ii C
i j k l
i j
kl
ij
2
, ,
2
2
, , ,
2 å åF = F =
¹ ¹
( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )
Wenow arrive at the central technical problem analyzed in the current work: coherifying quantum channels.
Note that, given aﬁxed diagonal, J Tdiag
d
1= ññF( ) ∣ , of the Jamiołkowski state JΦ (equivalently: a transition
matrixT specifying the classical action ofΦ, i.e., TF = ), one can alwaysﬁnd the corresponding coheriﬁed
pure state by simply employing the optimal coheriﬁcation recipe, equation (5). In general, however, such a pure
state will not satisfy the trace preserving condition, equation (8b).More precisely, this condition is equivalent to
Di
i å = , and thus the choice of the off-diagonal elements ofDi (describing the effect of initial coherences on
ﬁnal populations) is constrained beyond the standard positivity constraint. Hence, for any classicalmap
represented by a stochasticmatrixT it is legitimate to ask the following question: what is the corresponding
optimally coheriﬁed quantummap F with the same classical part, such that its coherence is the largest (or its
mixedness is the smallest). Inﬁgure 3we illustrate the ideas of decoherence and coheriﬁcation of quantum
channels using one-qubitmaps as an example.
3. Limitations of coherifying quantum channels
In this sectionwewill investigate the limits towhich a given quantum channel dF Î , with a prescribed
classical action T dF = Î , can be coheriﬁed into an optimal channel F withminimal entropy ormaximal
purity. To characterize potential coheriﬁcation of a given channel wewill simply use both coherencemeasures
introduced above in equations (16a) and(16b).We thusﬁrst deﬁne optimally coheriﬁed channels according to
bothmeasures,
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aargmax , 19
:
ee 
 
F Y
Y Y =F
≔ ( ) ( )
bargmax , 19
:
22 
 
F Y
Y Y =F
≔ ( ) ( )
which allows us to deﬁne
1. entropic coheriﬁcation,
a, 20e e ee  D F F - F( ) ≔ ( ) ( ) ( )
and
2. 2-norm coheriﬁcation,
b. 202 2 22  D F F - F( ) ≔ ( ) ( ) ( )
Wewill be particularly interested in the extremal case when the coheriﬁed channel is classical,Φ∼T. Then,
since T T 0e 2 = =( ) ( ) , we have
T S
d
T S J a
1
, 21e e e e   D = F = ññ - F⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( ) ∣ ( ) ( )
T J
d
T T b
1
. 212 2 2
2 2   gD = F = - áá ññF( ) ( ) ( ) ∣ ( )
Note that, althoughwe introduced two potentially inequivalent coheriﬁcation procedures, eF and 2F (with
corresponding Jamiołkowski states J eF and J 2

F ), while deriving general bounds affecting bothmaximization
processes, wewill simply use F (and J F ).
We nowneed to point out an important relation linking the classical action of a channel and its Kraus
decomposition. Namely, for a channelΦwith a classical action TF = , the Kraus decomposition ofΦ, deﬁned
in equation (7), satisﬁes
K K T , 22
i
i iå =◦ ¯ ( )
with ◦ denoting the entry-wise product (also known asHadamard or Schur product) and Ki¯ being the complex
conjugate ofKi.
The problemof optimal coheriﬁcation of a channel naturally splits into three cases, corresponding to three
families of transitionmatricesT presented inﬁgure 4. The biggest family, d , consists of all stochasticmatrices of
size d, i.e., themost general transformationsmapping the set of d-dimensional probability vectors into itself.
These are deﬁned byTij0 and T 1i ijå = . The second family, d , is given by the set of bistochasticmatrices,
which in addition to being stochastic satisfy T 1j ijå = . This additional condition encodes the fact that
bistochasticmatricesmap the uniformdistribution, [1/d,K, 1/d ], into itself. The third analyzed case
corresponds to unistochasticmatrices d , which are such bistochasticmatricesTwhose entries can bewritten as
T Uij ij 2= ∣ ∣ , for some unitarymatrixU. Note that this condition, using equation (22), can alternatively bewritten
asT U U= ◦ ¯ .While bistochasticmatrices form a proper subset of stochasticmatrices for all d2, the
Figure 3.Decoherence and coheriﬁcation of quantummaps. (a) Set 2 of stochasticmatrices of size d=2 embedded inside the
tetrahedron 4 of probability vectors of length d2=4; (b) optimal coheriﬁcation of a quantum channel corresponding to a
bistochasticmatrix from 2 (and thus unistochastic) yields a unitary transformation: the Jamiołkowski state JB is transformed into a
pure state J U UB d
1 = ∣ ⟫⟪ ∣. Optimal coheriﬁcation of a quantum channel corresponding to a general stochasticmatrix T 2Î yields a
non-unitary channel from 2 whose Jamiołkowski state JT ismixed.
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unistochasticmatrices form a proper subset of bistochasticmatrices only for d3, as every bistochasticmatrix
of order d=2 is unistochastic. Interestingly, the exact boundary of the set of unistochasticmatrices is known
only for d 3 [24], while for d 3 the set of unistochasticmatrices is not convex [25].
3.1. Unistochasticmatrices andunitary channels
We start our analysis from the smallest family of unistochasticmatrices.Wewill thus consider optimal
coheriﬁcation of a channel for which J U Udiag
d
1= ññF( ) ∣ ◦ ¯ .We say that a given channel can be completely
coheriﬁed if there exists J F that is pure, has the same diagonal as JΦ and still corresponds to a valid channel. From
equation (6) it is clear that the Jamiołkowski state is pure if and only if the correspondingmapΦ is unitary. This
simple observation can then be formalized as follows:
Proposition 1.Aquantum channel F, with the corresponding Jamiołkowski state JF, can be completely coheriﬁed to
a unitary transformation if and only if its classical action is given by a unistochastic matrix.
Proof. First assume thatΦ can be completely coheriﬁed. Thismeans that there exists a pure state J F with
J Jdiag diag =F F( ) ( ), and that it corresponds to a valid channel F . However, pure Jamiołkowski states
correspond to unitary channels, so that (comparing equations (6) and (10))
J
d
U U
d
U U
1 1
. 23R = ññáá = ÄF ∣ ∣ ( ¯ ) ( )
Therefore, the diagonal of J F (and, by assumption, of JΦ) is given by U Ud
1 ññ∣ ◦ ¯ , which corresponds to a
unistochasticmatrix. Conversely, assume that the diagonal of JΦ is described by a unistochasticmatrixU U◦ ¯ .
Then one can simply choose J F to be a pure state given in equation (23).
Notice that every non-trivial classical stochastic dynamics is irreversible. However, if it is described by a
unistochasticmatrixT, one can ﬁnd a reversible (unitary) quantum channel F whose classical action is given by
T. On the other hand, if the classical dynamics is not unistochastic, it cannot be completely coheriﬁed andmade
reversible.Wewill now show such a coheriﬁcation procedure in action by analyzing some simple examples, and
in the following sectionwewill address the limits towhich a general stochastic dynamics can bemade reversible.
First, consider a transitionmatrix given by a permutationmatrixΠ of size d. A quantum channelΦ
corresponding to a diagonal Jamiołkowski statewith Jdiag
d
1= PññF( ) ∣ is a completely decohering channel that
permutes diagonal elements. The vector
d
1 Pññ∣ of length d2 has dnon-zero entries equal to 1/d, so its Shannon
entropy is equal to dlog . However, asΠ is unistochastic, it can be coheriﬁed to a unitary transformation
corresponding to the Jamiołkowski state J
d
R1 = P Ä PF ( ) with zero entropy and d(d−1) off-diagonal entries
equal to 1/d. Thus, the entropic coheriﬁcation of any classical permutationmatrix reads dlogeD P =( ) , while
the 2-norm coheriﬁcation is equal to d d12D P = -( ) ( ) . Observe that the optimal coheriﬁcation of the
classical identitymatrixT = (corresponding to a completely decohering channel ) is indeed the unitary
identity quantum channel  , represented by amaximally entangled state J
d
1 = WñáW∣ ∣.
Let us nowmove to the other extreme: the uniform van derWaerdenmatrixW of size dwith entries
Wij=1/d. A quantum channelΦ corresponding to a diagonal Jamiołkowski state with J Wdiag d
1= ññF( ) ∣ is the
completely depolarizing channel, which sends any state into themaximallymixed state, drF =( ) . The
vector W
d
1 ññ∣ has d2 equal entries, so that its entropy is equal to d2 log . However, as for any dimension d there
Figure 4. Families of transitionmatrices. Inclusion graph of three sets of transitionmatricesT of order d describing the classical
channels. For all three sets one has T 0ij  . Note that 2 2 = , while for a larger d a proper inclusion relation holds, d d d  Ì Ì .
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exists a unitary Fouriermatrix Fwith all entries of the samemodulus, the uniformbistochasticmatrix is
unistochastic,W F F= ◦ ¯. Thus,Φ can be completely coheriﬁed to a unitary transformation described by a pure
state J F of zero entropy. As a result, coheriﬁcation of the uniformmatrix (i.e., completely depolarizing channel)
ismaximal, with W d2 logeD =( ) and W d d12 2 2D = -( ) ( ) .
Finally, we consider a class of quantum channels of an arbitrary dimension that can be completely coheriﬁed:
a family of Schur product channels [26, 27], deﬁned as
X: . 24X r rF  ◦ ( )
In the aboveX is an arbitrary correlationmatrix and ◦, as before, denotes the entry-wise (Schur) product. The
correlationmatrixX has ones on the diagonal to assure trace preserving condition, and positivity ofX guarantees
complete positivity of themapΦX. TheChoi–Jamiołkowskimatrix of this channel is given by
J
d
X i j i j
1
. 25
i j
ij
,
X å= ñá Ä ñáF ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
AsXii=1 for all i, the classical action ofΦX is given by an identitymatrix. Using proposition 1we see that every
Schur product channel can be completely coheriﬁed to a single commonunitary channel, namely the identity.
3.2. Stochasticmatrices andmajorization bounds
Wenowproceed to the analysis of quantum channels whose classical action is given by a general stochastic
matrixT that is not bistochastic (the outer shell of the set d presented inﬁgure 4). First, we provide the
majorization upper-bound on the spectrum, Jl F( ), of all Jamiołkowski states with a given diagonal
J Tdiag
d
1= ññF( ) ∣ , i.e., on the spectrumof the optimally coheriﬁed state J F . This bound allows us to upper-
bound any Schur-convex function of the spectrum J l F( ) (like the purity J g F( )) and lower-bound any Schur-
concave function (like entropy S J F( )), and thus to bound e and 2 of the optimally coheriﬁed channel. This, in
turn, is equivalent to bounding the entropic and 2-norm coheriﬁcations of a given classical channel. Next, we
provide an explicit construction of a particular (non-optimal) coheriﬁed Jamiołkowski state J 0F , which allows us
to lower bound coherencemeasures for the optimally coheriﬁed channel.We then illustrate the application of
our results by ﬁnding optimal coheriﬁcations of qubit and qutrit channels, and interpreting their action. Finally,
wemake a short comment on the coheriﬁcation of a particular quditmap.
3.2.1. Upper bound for the optimal spectrum
Let usﬁrst recall that a probability vector p is said tomajorize q, whichwe denote by p q , if and only if
p q , 26
i
k
i
i
k
i
1 1
å å
=

=
 ( )
for all k d1, ,Î ¼{ }, where p denotes a probability vector with entries of p arranged in a non-increasing
order.We now state the following theorem, whichwe prove in appendix A (recall that Xl ( ) denotes the
eigenvalues ofX arranged in a non-increasing order):
Theorem2.Given a positive semi-deﬁnitematrix JFwritten in blocks, as in equation (12), we have
d
D J
1
, 27
i
d
i
1
å l l
=
F( ) ( ) ( )
where d d 1-( ) zeros are appended to each of the vectors Dil ( ), so that their dimension agrees with that of Jl F( ).
Next, we note that for Jamiołkowski states, due to equation (8b), we have Di
i å = . This results in the
maximal eigenvalue of eachDi to be upper-bounded by 1, as Di  . Consider now a d×d stochasticmatrixT
that describes the diagonal of the Jamiołkowski state JΦ. For every row ofTwewrite the sumover its columns as
T n aj ij i iå = + , with ni being an integer and aiä [0,1).We then deﬁne the following set of vectors:
s T a1, 1, , 1 , , 0, , 0 . 28i
n
i
timesi
= ¼ ¼  ( ) [ ] ( )( )
Using theorem2 and the fact that eigenvalues ofDi are upper-bounded by 1we obtain the following
majorization bound:
sT
d
T J
1
. 29
i
d
i
1
åm l
=
F( ) ≔ ( ) ( ) ( )( )
Since the abovemajorization bound holds for all JΦwith aﬁxed diagonal, in particular it also bounds the
optimally coheriﬁed channel, T J m l F( ) ( ). This can then be translated into upper-bounds on entropic
coherence of eF and 2-norm coherence of 2F [so also, due to equations (21a) and (21b), on entropic and
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2-norm coheriﬁcations of a classical channelΦ∼T]:
S
d
T S T a
1
, 30e e   mF ññ - ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ∣ ( ( )) ( )
T T
d
TT b
1
Tr . 302 2
2   m mF - ( ) ( ) · ( ) ( ) ( )†
To illustrate the application of the bound, let us consider the following transitionmatrix:
T
0.7 0.2 0.6
0.1 0.6 0.4
0.2 0.2 0.0
, 31=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ ( )
for which the vectors from equation (28) read
s s sT T T1, 0.5, 0 , 1, 0.1, 0 , 0.4, 0, 0 .1 2 3= = =( ) [ ] ( ) [ ] ( ) [ ]( ) ( ) ( )
The bound, equation (29), tells us then that J0.8, 0.2, 0, , 0 l¼ F[ ] ( ).
Let us also notice that the bound becomes trivial for bistochasticmatrices, as in this case s 1, 0, , 0i = ¼[ ]( )
for all i. This, however, was to be expected, as otherwise one could differentiate between unistochasticmatrices
and bistochasticmatrices that are not unistochastic, a problem that is known to be hard andwas solved only for
d3 [25].Wewill come back to this problem in section 3.3.
3.2.2. Lower bound for the optimal spectrum
Wewill nowpresent a particular (non-optimal) coheriﬁcation procedure 0 that can be applied to all quantum
channels, irrespectively of their classical actionT. The coherence of channel 0F coheriﬁed in such away can
thus be used as a lower-bound on the optimally coheriﬁed channel F , i.e., e ee 0  F F( ) ( )
and 2 22 0  F F( ) ( ).
We start by reminding that the constraint not allowing one to completely coherify a channel is the TP
condition, equation (8b), whichmeans that Di
i å = . One can then choose allDi to be diagonal and try to
coherify the channel only bymodifyingC ijmatrices. Note that the eigenvalues ofDi are then given by the entries
ofT, rDi il =( ) ( ), where the vectors r i( ) are deﬁned by the rows ofT arranged in a non-increasing order,
r T T, , . 32i i id1= ¼ [ ] ( )( )
From theorem2we thus have that
r
d
J
1
. 33
i
d
i
1
0å l
=
F ( ) ( )( )
The abovemajorization bound can be saturated by J 0F with the following choice of non-zero elements ofC
ij. For
each blockDiﬁnd themaximal diagonal element, r i1
( ), and set the off-diagonal elements between them (elements
ofCij) to themaximal value allowed by theCP condition, i.e., r ri j1 1
1
2[ ]( ) ( ) . Then, repeat the procedure for the nth
largest eigenvalues ofDi, rn
i( ), with n d2, ,Î ¼{ }. The structure of the resulting Jamiołkowski state J 0F is
illustrated inﬁgure 5 for d=3. The spectrumof J 0F is given by
rT
d
J
1
, 34
i
d
i
1
0åm l=
=
F( ) ≔ ( ) ( )( )
which is also the optimal spectrum for the Jamiołkowski statewith aﬁxed diagonal, whenwe additionally assume
no coherence in its diagonal blocksDi.
Let us now analyze the action of a channel coheriﬁed according to 0 .Weﬁrst note that a classical channelF = F has the following Kraus decomposition:
K K K T i j, , 35
i j
d
ij ij ij ij
,
åF = = ñá(·) (·) ∣ ∣ ( )†
so that theminimal number of Kraus operators is equal to the number of non-zero entries of a stochasticmatrix
T (in general d2). On the other hand, we know that, by construction, J 0F is equal to the sumover atmost d
projectors, so that the number of the correspondingKraus operators will be smaller or equal to d.More precisely,
one can obtain ithKraus operator directly from theTmatrix: in every row ofT leave only the ith largest entry,
replace it with its square root, and set all other entries to zero. For example, given the transitionmatrix from
equation (31), we get
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K K K
0.7 0 0
0 0.6 0
0.2 0 0
,
0 0 0.6
0 0 0.4
0 0.2 0
,
0 0.2 0
0.1 0 0
0 0 0
.1 2 3= = =
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
We thus see that it is always possible to coherify a channelΦ, so that the number of Kraus operators (the rank of
the Jamiołkowski state J 0F ) realizing a given classical transformationT (with J Tdiag d
10 = ññF( ) ∣ ) decreases from
d2 to d. Physically, we can interpret 0 as replacing d2 classical processes (transitions from state i to j) into a
classicalmixture over d quantumprocesses, where each quantumprocess describes a coherent superposition of
d classical transitions, each to a different ﬁnal state.We also note that there exist stochasticmatricesT for which
one cannot reduce the number of Kraus operators belowd. These are given by transitions thatmove all
populations to aﬁxed i0th state, i.e.,Twith all entries in the i0th row equal to one and all other entries being zero.
TheDimatrices of the corresponding Jamiołkowski state are all vanishing, except for Di0 = , which cannot be
coheriﬁed due to the condition Di
i å = .
Finally, since it is always possible to coherify a channel so that the spectrumof its Jamiołkowski state is given
by Tm( ), one gets the following lower-bounds
S
d
T S T a
1
, 36e e   mF ññ - ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ∣ ( ( )) ( )
T T
d
TT b
1
Tr . 362 2
2   m mF - ( ) ( ) · ( ) ( ) ( )†
For comparisonwith the upper-bounds presented in the previous section, equations (30a) and(30b), we note
that for the exemplary transitionmatrix used there, equation (31), we have
T 0.5, 0.4, 0.1, 0, , 0 .m = ¼( ) [ ]
3.2.3. Qubits
Having described the general bounds on possible coheriﬁcations of quantum channels acting on arbitrary d-
dimensional spaces, we nowwant to focus on a particular case of d=2. The classical action of a general qubit
channel is given by a 2×2 transitionmatrixT described by two real parameters,
T a b
a b
a b
a b
1
1
, 37= --
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥≕
˜
˜
( )
with x x1 -˜ ≔ .Wewill only focus on the case when a b , as the results for the case a b> are analogous.
Namely, one only needs to exchange awith b in all expressions, and transform allmatricesX by replacingXkl
with Xkl˜˜. The details of the derivations can be found in appendix B.
For a b , equation (29) tells us that the spectrumof the Jamiołkowski state JΦ, corresponding to any
channel with classical action speciﬁed byT, is bounded in the followingway,
T a b b a J
1
2
1 , , 0, , 0 . 38m l= + + - ¼ F( ) [ ˜ ] ( ) ( )
This bound can be in fact saturated, i.e., there exists J F such that J Tl m=F ( ) ( ). Note that, since the
majorization bound is saturated, both coheriﬁcation procedures (maximizing entropic and 2-norm coherence)
coincide, and are simply denoted by  . To express the Kraus operators of the corresponding optimally coheriﬁed
Figure 5. Structure of J 0F for d=3. The non-zero entries of blockmatricesD
i andC ij forming J 0F are indicated in color.Moreover,
for all iwehave D D Di i i1 2 3  , i.e., different colors correspond to rj
i( ) with different j.
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channel F , let usﬁrst introduce a unitary
U
a b
a b
b a
1
, 39=
+
-⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥˜
˜
˜
( )
and a decaying channel L L L L1 1 2 2Y = +(·) (·) (·)† † with
L a b L
b a
0
0 1
,
0 0
0
. 401 2= + = -
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
˜ ( )
Then, K K K K1 1 2 2
F = +(·) (·) (·)† † with
K L U
a b
K L U
a b
,
0 0
. 41
b
a b
a
a b
b
a b
a
a b
1 1 2 2= = -
= = - -
+ + + +
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
˜
˜ ( )
†
˜
˜ ˜
† ˜
˜ ˜
It is straightforward to verify that the classical action of the resulting channel is given byT (using
equation (22)), as well as that the spectrumof the Jamiołkowski state is optimal (by checking that
K K TTr i i im= ( ) ( )† ). Let us also explicitly emphasize that the optimally coheriﬁed channel is given by the
composition of a unitary process and a decaying channel, U UF = Y(·) [ (·) ]† . As a consequence there exists a
pure stateU 1ñ∣ that ismapped by F to a pure state 1ñ∣ , and therefore theminimumoutput entropy of F is zero.
We illustrate the action of F on a Bloch sphere for a particular choice ofT inﬁgure 6.
Finally, let us apply the notion of coheriﬁcation to contribute to the studies on geometry of the set 2 of one-
qubit stochasticmaps initiated in [28].
Proposition 3.Coheriﬁcation of any classical one-qubit stochasticmap, speciﬁed by amatrixT from equation (37),
yields a channel which is extremal in the set 2 .
Proof. In the bistochastic case a=b, we obtain a unitary channel, which is extremal. In other cases, without loss
of generality, wemay assume that c b a 0= - > . The products of theKraus operators from equation (40),
corresponding to a decaying channel, read
L L c L L
c
L L c L L c1 0
0 1
,
0 0
0
, 0
0 0
, 0
0 0
. 421 1 1 2 2 1 2 2= - = = =⎡⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥ ( )† † † †
Now, by direct inspection, we see that the abovematrices form a linearly independent set. Thus, invoking the
theoremofChoi [12], the channel described by twoKraus operators L1 and L2 is extremal. To see that F is
extremal, we note that the additional unitarymatrix applied toKraus operators will not introduce a linear
dependence of the set deﬁned in equation (42).
Figure 6.Action of the optimally coheriﬁed qubit channel.The image of the Bloch sphere under F (with classical action described by
a 1
3
= and b 5
6
= ) is represented by the gray ellipsoid. The thick red line represents the action of the classical channel F , while
dashed lines show transformations of signiﬁcant points of the sphere.
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3.2.4. Qutrits
Wewill now illustrate how our results can be applied beyond the simplest qubit scenario, by using them toﬁnd
optimally coheriﬁed qutrit channels F . Again, the coheriﬁcation procedure  will optimize both considered
coherencemeasures simultaneously. The classical action of a general qutrit channel is given by a 3×3 transition
matrixT described by six real parameters. Here, wewill consider three families of suchmatrices, each
parametrized by three real numbers:
T
a b
c b
c a
a b
c
a b c
a b c
a b c
0
0
0
,
0
0 0 ,
0 0 0
, 43Î
⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎫
⎬⎪
⎭⎪
˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
with x x1 -˜ ≔ .Wewill refer to the above as cyclicmatrices, single-rowmatrices and double-rowmatrices,
respectively. For each family ofTwewill provide the optimal spectrumof the Jamiołkowski state (which yields
tight bounds on e and 2 via equations (30a), (30b)), as well as the Kraus decomposition of the optimally
coheriﬁed channel F . The details of the derivations can be found in appendix C.
For cyclicmatrices F is given by 0F , i.e., the optimal coheriﬁcation procedure is given by the onewe
deﬁned in section 3.2.2. Introducing
a b c b c amax , max , max , . 44m = + +( ) ( ˜) (˜ ˜) ( )
we thus get
J
3
, 1
3
, 0, , 0 . 45l m m= - ¼F ⎡⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( )
TheKraus operators can be obtained by using the procedure described in section 3.2.2, e.g., for a b , b c˜
and c a˜ ˜ we get
K
a
b
c
K
b
c
a
0 0
0 0
0 0
,
0 0
0 0
0 0
. 461 2= =
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
˜
˜ ˜
( )
For single-row transitionmatrices there are three separate cases depending on parameters a, b and c. If
a+b1 then the optimal spectrum is given by
J a b c a b c a b c
1
3
1 , max , , min , , 0, , 0 , 47
Cl = + + + - - ¼F    ( ) [ ( ) ( ) ] ( )
and theKraus decomposition of the corresponding optimally coheriﬁed channel is given by
K
a b
c K
c
K
a b
0
0 0
0
,
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
,
0 0 0
0 0 0
0
. 48
b
a b
a
a b
b
a b
a
a b
1 2 3=
-
= =
- -
+ + + +
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥˜ ˜ ˜
( )
If a+b1 the number of non-zero elements of the optimal spectrum (so also of theKraus operators) reduces
from three to two. The optimal spectrum is again given by equation (45), but this timewith
a b c c1 max , . 49m = + + +( ˜ ˜ ˜) ( )
If c a b +˜ ˜ ˜ we thus get J 2 3, 1 3, , 0l = ¼F( ) [ ], i.e., the optimal spectrum is constant for all parameters
satisfying a b c1+ + , and theKraus operators of the optimalmap are given by:
K
c
c
K
a b
a b
0
0 0
0 0
,
0
0 0 0
0
. 50
b
a b
a
a b
b
a b
a
a b
1 2= =
- - -
-
+ + + +
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥˜ ˜ ˜
( )
˜
˜ ˜
˜
˜ ˜
˜
˜ ˜
˜
˜ ˜
On the other hand, if c a b +˜ ˜ ˜ then there is a slight change in theKraus decomposition of the optimalmap.
Namely, the last rows ofK1 andK2 in equation (50) are swapped.
For double-rowmatrices there are again three separate cases depending on the value of s a b c+ +≔ .
These are speciﬁed by s 0, 1Î [ ], s 1, 2Î ( ) and s 2, 3Î [ ], and the optimal spectra are then given by
J s s a
1
3
1 , 1, 1 , 0, , 0 , 51l = + - ¼F( ) [ ] ( )
J b
1
3
2, 1, 0, , 0 , 51l = ¼F( ) [ ] ( )
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J s s c
1
3
4 , 1, 2, 0, , 0 , 51l = - - ¼F( ) [ ] ( )
respectively. Due to the lack of concise expressions, we provide Kraus decompositions of the resulting optimally
coheriﬁed channels in appendix C.
3.2.5. Qudits
Finally, wewant tomake a short comment about a special family of channels in the general d-dimensional case.
Consider a completely contracting channel Ys, which sends any initial state into a single point,Ψσ(ρ)=σ. The
corresponding Jamiołkowski state has a product structure and reads J ds= ÄYs [29]. The output state can
be coheriﬁed to a pure state s y y= ñá∣ ∣by the standard procedure given in equation (5). Hence the contracting
channelΨσ, can be coheriﬁed to a channel contracting into a pure state with J dy y= ñá ÄY yñ ∣ ∣∣ and zero
output entropy. Note that this coheriﬁcation procedure increases the entropic coherence of a channel by S(σ).
Notice also, that for amixed stateσ such a procedure is not optimal, as can be immediately seen by recalling the
result presented in section 3.1, wherewe showed that dY can be completely coheriﬁed.
3.3. Bistochasticmatrices and polygon constraints
Wenowproceed to the analysis of quantum channels whose classical action is described by bistochasticmatrices
that are not unistochastic (themiddle shell of the graph presented inﬁgure 4). On the one hand, due to
proposition 1, we know that these cannot be completely coheriﬁed.On the other, ourmajorization result
derived in section 3.2.1 yields a trivial bound for bistochasticmatrices.Moreover, a non-trivial constraint for all
bistochasticmatrices could serve as a witness of unistochasticity, and thus it is unlikely that such a concise bound
can be found [25]. Therefore, herewewill present an approach that allows one to obtain limitations on possible
coheriﬁcations of quantum channels with classical action described by a particular subset of d .
We start by noting that due to the TP condition, equation (8b), for every k l¹ wehave D 0i kliå = (see
ﬁgure 7(a)). This, via the polygon inequality, implies that
D D . 52kl
i
j i
kl
jå
¹
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
Recalling thatmatricesDi are all positive, we have
D D D T T . 53kl
i
kk
i
ll
i
ik il =∣ ∣ ( )
Combining the above two equationswe arrive at
D T T . 54kl
i
j i
jk jlå
¹
∣ ∣ ( )
We thus see that themaximumvalue of Dkl
i∣ ∣allowed byCP condition is T Tik il , whilst the TP condition restricts
it via equation (54). Therefore, if for some i, k, lwe have
T T T T , 55ik il
j i
jk jlå>
¹
( )
then Dkl
i∣ ∣ is constrained beyond the positivity condition andwe know that the resulting Jamiołkowski state
cannot be pure, so that the corresponding channel cannot be completely coheriﬁed.More precisely, for every i,
Figure 7.Constraints for channels with bistochastic classical action. (a)Due to the TP condition, the sumof a given off-diagonal element
over allDimatricesmust vanish (here the summed elements are presented in the same color). (b)If the TP condition constrains a
given off-diagonal element (here: two red elements ofD1) beyond the positivity constraint, then also the values of all off-diagonal
elements sharing a row or column indexwith it (here: all elements denoted in blue) are constrained beyond the positivity constraint.
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k, l such thatT T 0ik il ¹ , we introduce
T T
T T
min , 1 , 56kl
i j i
jk jl
ik il
åa ¹
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟≔ ( )
which describes themaximum fraction of the coherence (between states k and l of amatrixDi) that could be
achieved if therewas noTP constraint.
Now,whenever 1kl
ia < (i.e., Dkli∣ ∣must be smaller than necessary for complete coheriﬁcation), other off-
diagonal elements of the Jamiołkowski state JΦ also become constrained beyond the positivity condition. Before
we prove this and explain how it restricts the coheriﬁcation of quantum channels, let usﬁrst comment on the
1kl
ia < condition. First of all, there existT dÎ that are neither unistochastic, nor they satisfy this condition for
any i, k, l. Thus, the presented boundswill, in general, work only for a subset of quantum channels with
bistochastic classical action.However, as for d=3 a bistochasticmatrix is either unistochastic or 1kl
ia < for
some i, k, l [25], wewill obtain non-trivial bounds for all qutrit channels. Further improvements would require
ﬁnding a clearer separation between the sets d and d .
We start by showing how 1kl
ia < can be used to constrain the purity of the optimally coheriﬁed channel.
Note that Sylvester’s criterion states that J 0F implies that all 3×3 submatrices of JΦmust have positive
determinant. In particular, itmeans that for a part of amatrix d JF· containingTik,Til and any otherTjmwe have
T D a
D T b
a b T
det 0. 57
ik kl
i
kl
i
il
jm
*
* *

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
( )
Sincewe know that themaximumvalue of Dkl
i 2∣ ∣ is upper-bounded by T Tkli ik ila , the above equation constrains all
off-diagonal elements a, b of JΦ sharing a row or columnwithTik orTil (see ﬁgure 7(b)). This results in the
following bound on the purity of the optimally coheriﬁed Jamiołkowski state J 2F (see appendixD for details):
J 1 , 581 22
 g - D - DF( ) ( )
with
d
T T
d T T
d
T T
2
1 , , 59ik il kl
i ik il
ik il kl
i
1 2 2 2
a bD = - D = - - + -( ) ( ) ( )
and
T T T T4 . 60kl
i
ik il kl
i
ik il
2b a- +≔ ( ) ( )
The purity deﬁcits,Δ1 andΔ2, add up for every i, k, l for which equation (55) holds (however, care needs to be
taken not to count twice the same terms).We illustrate this bound on the purity of the optimally coheriﬁed
channel inﬁgure 8 for an exemplary case of a family of qutritmaps.
Alternatively, one can use the fact that off-diagonal terms ofDi are constrained beyond the positivity
condition to bound Dil ( ), and then use theorem 2 to obtain a non-trivialmajorization bound on the
eigenvalues of the Jamiołkowski state. In appendixDwe show for example that
D1 , , 0, , 0 , 61i i ilm m- ¼ [ ] ( ) ( )
with
T T
1
2
, 62i ik il k l
i
i i i i
m b= + -( ) ( )
where ki and li are indices for which k l
i
i i
a isminimized (so that we obtain non-trivialmajorization bounds on the
spectra ofDi, whenever 1kl
ia < for some k and l). This, in turn,means that
d d
J1
1
,
1
, 0, , 0 , 63
i
i
i
i å å lm m- ¼ F⎡⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥ ( ) ( )
which can be used to obtain bounds on e and 2 via equations (30a), (30b). As an example consider a quantum
channel with classical action given by
T
1
2
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
, 64=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ ( )
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corresponding to themiddle-point betweenΠ andΠ2 inﬁgure 8.One then gets
0, 6523
1
13
2
12
3a a a= = = ( )
resulting inμ i=1/2, so that the spectrumof the optimally coheriﬁed Jamiołkowski state ismajorized
by 1 2, 1 2, 0, , 0¼[ ].
Finally, let us note that, in particular cases, the tools introduced in section 3.2 can also be used toﬁnd
limitations on coherifying channels withT dÎ . As an example consider the family of qutrit channels described
by cyclicmatrices (ﬁrst entry of equation (43))with a b c= =˜ ˜. ThematrixT is then bistochastic and the
spectrumof the optimally coheriﬁed Jamiołkowski state is given by a a, 1 , 0, , 0- ¼[ ] (for a1/2) or
a a, 1 , 0, , 0- ¼[ ˜ ˜ ] (for a<1/2). This shows that themajorization bound, equation (63), applied to the
channel withT speciﬁed by equation (64) is tight.
4. Physical interpretation
We started this paper asking about the extent towhich a given random transformation can be explained via the
underlying deterministic and coherent process. Now, being equippedwith formal bounds limiting possible
coheriﬁcations of quantum channels, wewill try to address this initial question.Wewill also provide
interpretation of the purity of a channel by relating it to the notions of unitarity and average output purity.
Finally, wewill comment on the links and differences between our approach to the study of coherence of
quantum channels, and the ones existing in the literature.
Let us start by recalling that the evolution of a pure quantum state yñ∣ under the action of a channelΦ,
described by
K K , 66
i
i iåy y y yF ñá = ñá(∣ ∣) ∣ ∣ ( )†
can be interpreted as an incoherent (probabilistic)mixture of different pure state transformations,
q
K q
1
with probability , 67
i
i iy yñ ñ
F∣ ⟶ ∣ ( )
where
q K KTr , 68i i iy y= ñá( ∣ ∣ ) ( )†
andwe refer to the canonical Kraus form inwhich all Kraus operatorsKi aremutually orthogonal, as they are
obtained by reshaping eigenvectors of theChoi–Jamiołkowskimatrix. Each independent path, described byKi
and being chosenwith probability qi, describes a coherent evolution, as it preserves the ability of a state to
interfere (itmaps a pure state to a pure state). Thus, the probability distribution over different paths, q, can be
seen as describing the incoherent randomness associatedwithΦ. Note, however, that the probability of evolving
along a given path depends on the initial state of the system yñ∣ . In order to achieve a state-independent
statement characterizing a given quantum channelΦ, one can then focus on the average probability of choosing
a given path. Introducing the average over (Haar distributed) pure states,
d , 69ò yá ñ =y· (·) ( )
Figure 8.Purity bound.The upper-bound on purity γ of the family of optimally coheriﬁed qutrit channels with the classical action
given by a bistochastic transitionmatrix T qi i
i
1
3= å P= , with q 1i iå = andΠ being a cyclic permutationmatrix. Any unistochastic
matrix T 3Î can be completely coheriﬁed, so that γ=1.
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we see that the probability describingwhich path is chosen is on average8
q K K K K JTr Tr , 70i i i i i iy y lá ñ = á ñá ñ = =y y F( ∣ ∣ ) ( ) ( ) ( )† †
where Jl F( ) denotes, as usual, the eigenvalues of the Jamiołkowski state JΦ corresponding toΦ.
We thus see that the incoherent randomness of the evolution coming from the random choice of different
paths is (on average) described by the spectrumof JΦ. The extent towhich a quantum channel with a given
classical actionT can be coheriﬁed tells us how coherent the underlying evolution, leading to transitions
described byT, can be.On one extreme, we have unistochastic transitions that can be completely coheriﬁed and,
therefore, explained by a single deterministic path (unitary dynamics). On the other hand, themajorization
upper-bounds on Jl F( ) that we derived in section 3, yield lower-bounds on the randomness of path distribution
of the underlying process necessary to induce classical transformationT.Moreover, ourmajorization lower-
bound provides a particular coherent explanation of every classical processT (decreasing the randomness of
path distribution) and, in particular, shows that all transitionsT can be explainedwith atmost d paths.
Let us now focus on a particularmeasure describing the randomness of the path distribution, namely on the
purity of a channel γ(Φ). One could be tempted to think that the bigger γ(Φ) is, the purer the average output
purity,
, 71g g y yá ñ á F ñá ñyF ≔ ( (∣ ∣)) ( )
will be. Although the two notions are related, as wewill shortly see, they are not in direct correspondence. As an
illustrative example consider two quantum channels,
U U U
d
k l awith
1
e , 72
k l
1
,
ikl
d
2åF = = ñáp(·) (·) ∣ ∣ ( )†
d
i bwith
1
, 72
i
2 åy y yF = ñá ñ = ñ+ + +(·) ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
with classical action given by the van derWaerdenmatrixT=Wwithﬂat entriesWij=1/d, whichmaps every
probability distribution to a uniformone. Both channels have the same average output purity equal to one; but
for a reversibleΦ1 we have 11g F =( ) , while for an irreversibleΦ2 we get d11g F =( ) . This suggests that the
purity of a channel is somehow related to reversibility of the process, which leads us to the concept of unitarity. It
was originally introduced in [14] tomeasure the departure of a channel from the unitary dynamics, and for
trace-preserving channels is deﬁned by:
u
d
d d
:
1
. 73
g gF = - - FF
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ( ))( ) ⟨ ⟩ ( )
Wenote in the passing that one can also relate unitarity to the variance of the randomvariable X y y= F ñá(∣ ∣):
u X X XTr Tr Var . 742 2F = á ñ - á ñ =y y y( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )
For our exemplary channels we see that u 11F =( ) and u 02F =( ) , in accordance with the purity of the channel
and capturing the fact that a completely irreversible process is as far as possible from a unitary transformation.
Wewill now formally relate γ(Φ), gá ñF and u(Φ). The authors of [14] showed that
u
d
d
d
d1
, 75
2
g gF = - F - F
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ))( ) ( ) ( ( )
which, using the deﬁnition of unitarity, directly leads to the general expression for the average output purity
derived byCappellini [30],
d
d d1
. 76
g g g= + F + FF
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ))⟨ ⟩ ( ) ( ( )
We thus see that both average output purity and unitarity are proportional to the purity of a channel corrected by
a termdescribing the purity of the transformedmaximallymixed state.Moreover, for large d, u(Φ) actually
approaches γ(Φ). Now, by noting that theminimal value of purity for a d-dimensional system is 1/d, we obtain
the following inequalities9:
u
d
d d
a
1
1
, 77
2
2 2
 gF - F -
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( ) ( )
8
Wenote that the average here could actually be taken over all states, pure andmixed. However, in order to be consistent with the averaging
process used in the deﬁnition of unitarity, we restrict the average to pure states only.
9
Note that by restricting to unital channels these inequalities actually become equalities.
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dd d
b
1
1
. 77g gá ñ + F +F
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( )
Using ourmajorization and purity upper-bounds we can thus upper-bound the optimal unitarity of a channel
with a given classical actionT. On the other hand, using themajorization lower-bound, we can lower-bound the
average output purity of such an optimal channel. The above bounds can actually be tightened by noting that
d
D
d d
T
1
. 78
i j
ij
2
  å åg gF F =
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( ( )) ( ( ( ))) ( )
Let us alsomention that the optimally coheriﬁed qubit channel F , withKraus operators speciﬁed by
equation (41), not onlymaximizes purity, but alsominimizes the output purity for themaximallymixed state (as
it saturates the bound in equation (78)). Therefore, itmaximizes unitarity among all qubit channels with the
same classical action.
Finally, wewould like to relate thework presented here to studies on cohering power P [5] and coherence
generating power P˜ [7, 8] of quantum channels. These notionswere introducedwithin the framework of
resource theory of coherence [2] andmeasure the ability of a channel to transform initially incoherent state to a
coherent one.More formally they are deﬁned by
P amax , 79x rF = FrÎ( ) ( ( )) ( )
P b, 792 rF = á F ñ˜( ) ( ( )) ( )
where  denotes the set of incoherent states ( r Î if and only if i j 0rá ñ =∣ ∣ for i j¹ ), á ñ· denotes the
average over all incoherent states, and x is anymeasure of coherence for states, e.g., the relative entropy of
coherence e . Since both deﬁnitions involve only the action ofΦ on incoherent states, we see that the only
relevant parameters (deﬁning the values ofP and P˜) are given by the diagonals ofDi andC ij, which are not
constrained by the TP condition.Hence, given aﬁxed classical actionT ofΦ (soﬁxed diagonals ofDi), we can
choose the diagonals ofC ij to bemaximal possible (constrained only by complete positivity condition, J 0F ):
C T T , 80kk
ij
ik jk= ( )
and set all othermatrix elements of JΦ to zero. This waywewill obtain a channel thatmaximizes bothP and P˜
among all channels with aﬁxed classical actionT. The action of such an optimalmap is given by
j j , 81
j
j j å y yF = F = á ñ ñá(·) ( (·)) ∣·∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
with
T i . 82j
i
ijåy ñ = ñ∣ ∣ ( )
Wenote that the above channels thatmaximize P and P˜ for aﬁxedT do not coincide with optimally coheriﬁed
channels studied in this work. The reason for this is that the latter optimization depends on all coherence terms,
whereas the former one only on the ones lying on the diagonal ofCij. This emphasizes themain difference
between our channel-oriented approach (when one focuses on the properties of the channel itself, speciﬁcally
how close it is to a unitary evolution) and the state-oriented approach used in the studies of cohering power and
coherence generating power (when one focuses on the properties of the output states for a restricted set of input
states).
5. Conclusions
Any classical state of size d, represented by a diagonal densitymatrix r r= , can be coheriﬁed to a pure state r
withmaximal coherence, which is transformed back into ρ by decoherence (seeﬁgure 2). In a similar way, one
can try to coherify a quantumoperationΦ represented by the corresponding Jamiołkowski state JF. However,
due to the trace preserving condition, the problemof coherifying a quantum channel has amuch richer
structure.
In this workwe posed a general question: how to coherify a given classicalmap, represented by a stochastic
transitionmatrixT, in an optimal way? Physically, this can be understood as looking for themost coherent
(deterministic) underlying quantum evolution that can explain the observed random transformationT.
Mathematically, among all quantum channels that decohere toTwe looked for the onewhose Jamiołkowski
state hasmaximal coherence (asmeasured by entropic and 2-norm coherence).We demonstrated that the
complete coheriﬁcation to a (reversible) unitary channel is possible if and only ifT is unistochastic, as
schematically visualized in ﬁgure 3. To capture the limitations of possible coheriﬁcations of non-unistochastic
mapswe derived explicit bounds for the purity and entropy of the optimally coheriﬁed channel. Furthermore,
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weprovided an explicit coheriﬁcation procedure that allows one to lower-bound the coherence of the optimal
channel, and solved the optimal coheriﬁcation problem for several classes of channels, including all one-qubit
channels.
Studying possible coheriﬁcations of quantum channels can also shed some light on the structure and
geometry of the set d of quantumoperations [28]. For d=2 the set of pure quantum states (the Bloch sphere)
can be obtained by coherifying the set 2 of one-bit classical states. Analogously, the square 2 of classical
stochasticmatrices forms a skeleton of the larger set 2 of one-qubit quantumoperations. Any unistochastic
matrix B 2 2 Î = can be coheriﬁed into a quantumunitary transformation, corresponding to a pure
Jamiołkowski state JB
 . Furthermore, we have demonstrated that any classical transitionmatrixT 2Î can be
coheriﬁed to an optimal quantum channel, corresponding to amixed state JT
 , that is an extremal point of 2 .
Onewould then like to check underwhat conditions a similar statement holds for higher dimensions, i.e., when
the optimally coheriﬁed channels are extremal and have vanishingminimumoutput entropy.
Besides this problem concerning the geometry of d , there are also other open questions that wewould like
to conclude this paperwith. One could askwhether the optimally coheriﬁed channels are unique up to a unitary
equivalence, i.e., can one ﬁnd two channels whose Jamiołkowski states are not connected via unitary, andwhich
maximize a given coherencemeasure among all Jamiołkowski states with aﬁxed diagonal? Furthermore, the
expressions that lower- and upper-bound possible coheriﬁcations can deﬁnitely be improved, especially for
bistochasticmatrices. In this special case, exploring the boundary between unistochastic and bistochasticmaps
could be beneﬁcial.Moreover, onemight pursue a statistical approach and ask a question concerning a possible
degree of coheriﬁcation of a random stochasticmatrix, or a generic quantum channel [31]. Last but not least, it
would be very interesting to establish a closer connection between coheriﬁcation approach to quantum
channels, pursued in this work and based on the coherence of the corresponding Jamiołkowski states, with the
earlier notion of the coherence power, related to the increase of coherence of selected quantum states by the
action of a channel [5, 6, 8].
Note: Shortly after ourwork appeared on arXiv, another preprint studying the coherence of quantum
channels was posted there [32].
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AppendixA. Proof of theorem2
Wewillmake use of the following known results (see lemma 3.4 of [33] and equation (2.5) of [34]):
Lemma4. For every positive semi-deﬁnitematrix written in blocks we have the following decomposition
A X
X B
U A U V
B
V0
0 0
0 0
0
, A1= +⎡⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥ ( )† † †
for some unitary operatorsU andV .
Lemma5. For Al ( ) denoting the vector of eigenvalues of A arranged in a decreasing order we have
A B A B . A2l l l+ +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Weare now ready to present the proof of theorem2.
Proof. First, using lemma 4 iteratively one gets:
d J U
D
U U D U U
D
U
0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
...
0 0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
0 0 ...
. A3d
d
d1
1
1 2
2
2= + + +F            
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
· ( )† † †
Then, using unitary invariance of the spectrum, the fact that 1 1l l¢ and 2 2l l¢ induces
1 2 1 2l l l l+ ¢ + ¢ , and iteratively applying lemma 5 one arrives at equation (27). ,
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Appendix B. Coherifying qubit channels
Beforewe proceed to deriving the results presented in themain text, let us ﬁrst recall the following fact. Given
two channels, 1F andΦ2, whose Jamiołkowski states, J 1F and J 2F , are connected via a local unitary acting on the
second subsystem, J U J U
2 1
 = Ä ÄF F( ¯ ) ( ¯ )†, their Kraus decomposition satisﬁes
K K K U UK, . B1
i
i i
i
i i1 2å åF = F =(·) (·) (·) (·) ( )† † †
Now, using the block structure of the Jamiołkowski state, equation (12), and taking into account the TP
condition, Di
i å = , for a general qubit channel, we get:
J D C
C D
D
a c
c b
1
2
, . B2
1 12
21 1
1
 *= - =F
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥˜ ( )
Consider a unitaryU diagonalizingD1, i.e.,UD U diag ,1 1 2l l= ( )† . Now, the same unitarywill obviously also
diagonalize D1 - . Therefore, a 4×4 unitaryV U= Ä diagonalizes theDi blocks of the Jamiołkowski state
JΦ:
VJ V
1
2
0
0
0
0
, B3
1
2
1
2
l
l
l
l
=F
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥
˜
˜
( )†
where blank spacesmean arbitrary entries, 0 1i l and a b1 2l l+ = + ˜.
For a b wemay obtain the optimally coheriﬁed state J F (with the spectrum saturating the bound given by
Tm( ) from equation (38)) in the followingway.We choose a b1l = + ˜ (resulting in 02l = ), and set the off-
diagonal element betweenλ1 and 12l =˜ to themaximal value allowed by positivity, i.e., a b+ ˜ . As a result,
VJ VF † becomes a projector on two orthogonal pure states, which in turnmeans that the correspondingmap is
given by the decaying Kraus operators L1, L2 from equation (40). SinceV U= Ä , we can use equation (B1), to
ﬁnd theKraus of decomposition of F given by L Ui . Finally,U is deﬁned byUD U a bdiag , 01 = +( ˜ )† , which
is exactly the unitary given in equation (39) (note that, sinceU is real, we haveU U=† )
Similarly, for a b wemay chooseλ1=1 (resulting inλ2=a−b), and set the off-diagonal element
betweenλ1 and a b2l = +˜ ˜ to themaximal value allowed by positivity, i.e., a b+˜ . As described in themain
text, this then leads to the same results as in a b case, just with a and b exchanged, as well as with all 2×2
matricesX transformed by replacingXklwith Xkl˜˜ .
AppendixC. Coherifyng qutrit channels
C.1. Cyclicmatrices
The general formofDimatrices is as follows:
D a x
x b
D
c y
y b
D
c z
z a
0 0 0
0
0
,
0
0 0 0
0
,
0
0
0 0 0
.1 2 3
* *
*= = =
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥˜
˜
˜
Clearly, in order to satisfy the TP condition, Di
i å = , we need x y z 0= = = . Hence, the Jamiołkowski state
JΦ can be recast in the following form (note that columns and rows number 1, 5 and 9, composed only of zeros,
have been removed):
J
a x x x x
b y y y y
x y c x x
x y b y y
x y x y c
x y x y a
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
. C1
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 1 5 6
2 2 5 6
3 3 5 5
4 4 6 6
* *
* *
* * * *
* * * *
=F
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
˜
˜
˜
( )
Now, using theorem2,we get:
J
1
3
, 3 , 0, , 0 , C2optm lm m- ¼ F≔ [ ] ( ) ( )
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where
a b c b c bmax , max , max , . C3m = + +( ) ( ˜) (˜ ˜) ( )
Moreover, one can construct optimally coheriﬁedmatrix J F such that J optl m=F( ) . To do this one simply
needs to group together themaximal/minimal terms of each 2×2matrix and set the corresponding off-
diagonal terms to themaximal values allowed by the positivity constraint. For example, if a b , b c˜ and
c a˜ ˜, one chooses
x ab x ac y bc
y bc y ab x ac
, , ,
, , ,
2 3 5
1 4 6
= = =
= = =
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
˜ ˜
and sets the rest of off-diagonal terms to zero.Note that this is exactly the construction introduced in section 3.2.2
and illustrated inﬁgure 5.
C.2. Single-rowmatrices
The general formofDimatrices is as follows:
D
a x
x b D
c
D
a x y
x b z
y z c
0
0
0 0 0
,
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
, .1 2 3* *
* *
= = =
¢
¢
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
˜
˜
˜
Clearly, in order to satisfy the TP conditionwe need x′=−x and y=z=0.Wenownote that a 3×3 unitary
matrixU diagonalizingD1,
U
U U
U U UD U
0
0
0 0 1
,
0 0
0 0
0 0 0
, C4
11 12
21 22
1
1
2
l
l= =
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ ( )†
also diagonalizesD2 (by keeping it unchanged) andD3. Therefore, a 9×9 unitaryV U= Ä diagonalizes the
Di blocks of the Jamiołkowski state JΦ:
VJ V
c
c
1
3
0 0
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
, C5
1
2
1
2
l
l
l
l
=F
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
˜
˜
˜
( )†
where blank spacesmean arbitrary entries and a b1 2l l+ = + .
Without loss of generality let us assume that 1 2l l . Then, using theorem2,we get J1m ll F( ) ( )with
1m l( ) given by
c c c c
1
3
max , , med , , , min , , 0, , 0 ,1 2 2 1 2 1l l l l l l+ + + ¼[ ( ˜ ˜) ( ˜ ˜ ˜) ( ˜ ˜) ]
wheremed denotes the second largest element of the set. Note also that, forﬁxed a, b, c, the vector 1m l( ) is just a
function ofλ1, sinceλ2=a+b−λ1. Now,maximizingλ1maximizes both 1m and 1 2m m+  (recall that
1 2 3m m m+ +   is constant and equal to 1), and so x ym m( ) ( ) for x y . In order toﬁnd the optimal optm
(optimalmeaning that for allλ1 we have opt 1m m l ( ))we thus need tomaximizeλ1. Recalling thatwe have two
constraints, a b0 1 l + and 11 l , we arrive at two cases.
For a+b1 themaximal (and thus optimal) value ofλ1 is a+b, which also results inλ2=0. The
optimal bounding vector is then given by
a b c a b c a b c
1
3
1 , max , , min , , 0, , 0 . C6optm = + + + - - ¼[ ( ˜ ˜) ( ˜ ˜) ] ( )
Moreover, one can construct the Jamiołkowski state J F that saturates this optimal bound, i.e., J optl m=F( ) .
This can be achieved, again, by setting the adequate off-diagonal terms in equation (C5) to themaximal possible
value allowed by the positivity condition.More precisely, we groupλ1=a+b, c and 12l =˜ together, leaving
the remaining two terms, a b1l = -˜ ˜ and c˜ , ungrouped. As a result,VJ VF † becomes a projector on three
orthogonal pure states, which in turnmeans that the correspondingmap is given by the followingKraus
operators:
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K
a b
c K
a b
K
c
0 0
0 0
0 1 0
,
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
,
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
.1 2 3=
+
=
-
=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥˜ ˜
Finally, using equation (B1)we conclude that the Kraus operators corresponding to the optimally coheriﬁed
channel (with Jamiołkowski state J F ) are given by K Ui withKi as above andU deﬁned by equation (C4)with
λ1=a+b andλ2=0, i.e.,
U
a b
a b
b a
a b
1
0
0
0 0
. C7= + - +
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
( )
For a+b1 themaximal (and thus optimal) value ofλ1 is 1, which also results in a b2l = - ˜. The
optimal bounding vector is then given by
a b c c
1
3
, 3 , 0, ,0 , 1 max , . C8optm m m m= - ¼ = + + +[ ] ( ˜ ˜ ˜) ( )
The bound Joptm l F ( ) can be saturated in a usual way—by proper grouping of diagonal elements and setting
the corresponding off-diagonal elements to themaximal value allowed by the positivity condition. If c a b +˜ ˜ ˜
thenwe group togetherλ1=1, c and c˜ , with a b2l = - ˜ and a b2l = +˜ ˜ ˜ forming the other group; otherwise
we group togetherλ1, c andλ2, withλ2 and c˜ forming the other group. In the former case the resulting Kraus
operators of the optimally coheriﬁed channel read
K c
c
U K
a b
a b
U
1 0 0
0 0
0 0
,
0 0
0 0 0
0 0
,1 2 = =
-
+
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥˜
˜
˜ ˜
and in the latter case they read
K c
a b
U K
a b
c
U
1 0 0
0 0
0 0
,
0 0
0 0 0
0 0
,1 2 =
+
=
-⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥˜ ˜
˜
˜
withU in both cases deﬁned by equation (C4)withλ1=1 and a b2l = - ˜, i.e.,
U
a b
b a
a b
a b
1
0
0
0 0
. C9=
+ - +
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥˜ ˜
˜ ˜
˜ ˜
˜ ˜
( )
C.3.Double-rowmatrices
The general formofDimatrices is as follows:
D
a x y
x b z
y z c
D
a x y
x b z
y z c
D, , 0.1 2 3= =
- -
- -
- -
=*
* *
*
* *



⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
Wenownote that a 3×3 unitarymatrixU diagonalizingD1,
U
U U U
U U U
U U U
UD U,
0 0
0 0
0 0
, C10
11 12 13
21 22 23
31 32 33
1
1
2
3
l
l
l
= =
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ ( )†
also diagonalizesD2 andD3 (by keeping it unchanged). Therefore, a 9×9 unitaryV U= Ä diagonalizes the
Di blocks of the Jamiołkowski state JΦ:
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VJ V
1
3
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
, C11
1
2
3
1
2
3
l
l
l
l
l
l
=F
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
˜
˜
˜
( )†
where blank spacesmean arbitrary entries and a b c1 2 3l l l+ + = + + . To shorten the notationwe
deﬁne s a b c+ +≔ .
Without loss of generalitywemay assume 1 2 3 l l l , so that 1 2 3 l l l˜ ˜ ˜ . Then, using theorem2,wehave
J,
1
3
, 1, , 0, , 0 . C121 3 1 3 3 1m ll l l l l l= + + ¼ F( ) [ ˜ ˜ ] ( ) ( )
Now,we observe that x y x y, ,m m ¢ ¢( ) ( ) for x x ¢ and y y ¢.We thus aim atmaximizing the largest
eigenvalue ofD1 whileminimizing its smallest eigenvalue. Again, noting thatwe are constrained by s0 i l
and 1i l we arrive at three distinct cases dependent on the value of s.
For s 1 themaximal (and thus optimal) value ofλ1 is s, which also results inλ2=λ3=0. The optimal
bounding vector is then given by
s s
1
3
1 , 1, 1 , 0, , 0 . C13optm = + - ¼[ ] ( )
The above optimal spectrum can be realized by the Jamiołkowski state J F by simply setting in equation (C11) the
off-diagonal terms betweenλ1=s and 12l =˜ (or 13l =˜ ) to s . Recalling the relation between theKraus
operators corresponding to Jamiołkowski states connected via a local unitary, equation (B1), weﬁnd that the
Kraus decomposition of the optimally coheriﬁed channel is given by:
K
s
U K U K s U
0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
,
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
,
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
.1 2 3  = = = -
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
withU being a unitary such that
U
s
a
b
c
1
, C14=
´ ´
´ ´
´ ´
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ ( )
and×denoting arbitrary entries as long asU stays unitary, e.g.,
U
0
.
a
s
b
a b
ac
a b s
b
s
a
a b
bc
a b s
c
s
a b
a b s
=
- -
-
+ +
+ +
+
+
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
( )
( )
( )
Also note that the position of 1 inmatrices describingK1 andK2 can be exchanged.
For s 2 theoptimal values areλ1=λ2=1 andλ3=s−2.Theoptimal bounding vector is then givenby
s s
1
3
4 , 1, 2, 0, , 0 , C15optm = - - ¼[ ] ( )
which can be achieved by the coheriﬁed Jamiołkowski state in an analogousway to the ﬁrst case. This leads to the
following decomposition of F into the set of Kraus operators,
K s U K U K
s
U
1 0 0
0 0 3
0 0 0
,
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
,
0 0 2
0 0 0
0 0 0
,1 2 3  = - = =
-⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
withU being a unitary such that
U
s
a
b
c
1
3
. C16= -
´ ´
´ ´
´ ´
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
˜
˜
˜
( )
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and× denoting arbitrary entries as long asU stays unitary, e.g.,
U
0
. C17
ac
a b s
b
a b
a
s
bc
a b s
a
a b
b
s
a b
a b s
c
s
3 3
3 3
3 3
=
- -
-
+ - + -
+ - + -
+
+ - -
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
( )
˜˜
( ˜ ˜)( )
˜
˜ ˜
˜
˜˜
( ˜ ˜)( )
˜
˜ ˜
˜
˜ ˜
( ˜ ˜)( )
˜
Again, we note that the position of 1 inmatrices describingK1 andK2 can be exchanged.
Finally, for 1<s<2 the optimal values are 11l = , s 12l = - andλ3=0. The optimal bounding vector
is then given by
1
3
2, 1, 0, , 0 . C18optm = ¼[ ] ( )
The above spectrum can be achieved by the optimally coheriﬁed Jamiołkowski state J F by setting the off-
diagonal terms in equation (C11) appropriately.More precisely, one chooses the termbetween 11l = and
13l =˜ to be 1, and the termbetween s 12l = - and s22l = -˜ to be s s1 2- -( )( ) . The resulting Kraus
operators are given by
K U K
s
s U
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
,
0 1 0
0 2 0
0 0 0
, C191 2 = =
-
-
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ ( )
with
U
0
C20
b
a b
a a b
a b s
ac
a b s
a
a b
b a b
a b s
bc
a b s
c
s
a b
s
1 1
1 1
1 1
= -
-
+
-
+ - + -
+
-
+ - + -
-
-
-
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
( )
˜
˜ ˜
˜( ˜)
( ˜ ˜)( )
˜
( ˜ ˜)( )
˜
˜ ˜
˜( ˜)
( ˜ ˜)( )
˜
( ˜ ˜)( )
˜
if a+b1 and
U
0
C21
ac
a b s
a a b
a b s
b
a b
bc
a b s
b a b
a b s
a
a b
a b
s
c
s
2 2
2 2
2 2
= -
-
+ -
-
+ - +
+ -
-
+ - +
-
- -
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
( )
˜
( )( )
( ˜ )
( )( )
˜
( )( )
( ˜ )
( )( )
˜ ˜
if a+b1.
AppendixD. Polygon constraints
First, we derive the expression for the purity bound, equation (58). The expression forΔ1, equation (59), comes
directly from the fact that D T Tkl
i
kl
i
ik il
2  a∣ ∣ . To obtainΔ2, equation (59), let us start by parametrizing thematrix
from equation (57), i.e., the 3×3 submatrix of JΦ, in the followingway
A
d
T x T T y T T
x T T T z T T
y T T z T T T
1
, D1
ik ik il ik jm
ik il il il jm
ik jm il jm jm
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥
≔ ( )
with x y z0 , , 1  .We then have Adet 0 if and only if
xyz x y z1 2 0. D22 2 2 + - - - ( )
Now, our aim is to upper-bound the squaredmoduli of the off-diagonal terms ofA (forﬁxedT), given the above
constraint and the fact that x kl
i a for some 1klia < . First, assume that x is ﬁxed, so that effectively wewant to
ﬁnd themaximumofT y T zik il2 2+ (in fact, the optimal choice is tomaximize x, i.e., set x klia= ). It is
straightforward to check that it is achieved at the boundary of the constraint, i.e., when equation (D2) becomes
an equality. One can then solve for y, substitute it toT y T zik il2 2+ , andﬁnd themaximumof the resulting
expression overz. This leads to the following bound on the off-diagonal terms ofA:
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A A
T
d
T T
2
, D3
jm
ik il kl
i
13
2
23
2
2
 b+ + +∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )
with kl
ib deﬁned in equation (60). As in order to achieve unit purity one needs
A A T T T djm ik il13 2 23 2 2+ = +∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) , the above bound leads to the following deﬁcit of purity:
T
d
T T
2
. D4kl
i jm
ik il kl
i
2
d b+ -≔ ( ) ( )
Finally, the above deﬁcit adds up for every choice ofTjmnot equal toTik orTil (i.e., for all off-diagonal elements
sharing row or columnwithTik orTil inﬁgure 7(b)), so that using T di j ij,å = , we ﬁnally arrive at equation (59).
We nowproceed to the proof of themajorization bound, equation (61). Note that, using lemma 4 from
appendix A,we can rewriteDi (up to permutations) as
D
A X
X B
U A U V
B
V0
0 0
0 0
0
, D5i = = +⎡⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥ ( )† † †
with
A
T T T
T T T
, D6
ik kl
i
ik il
kl
i
ik il il
a
a
=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ ( )
andU,V being unitary. The eigenvalues ofA are given by
A T T T T
1
2
, , 0, , 0 , D7ik il kl
i
ik il kl
il b b= + + + - ¼( ) [ ] ( )
whereas the largest eigenvalue ofB is constrained by
B B D T T T TTr Tr 1 , D8i ik il ik il1 l = - - = - -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
wherewe used the fact thatT is bistochastic. Thus, using lemma 5 and choosing k=kiand l=liminimizing
kl
ia , we arrive at equation (61).
Note that the above construction can be easily generalized to cases where for a givenDi there aremany pairs
(k,l) for which 1kl
ia < . Instead of a 2×2matrixA, one simply chooses it to contain all off-diagonal elements of
Di that are constrained beyond the positivity condition, ﬁnds its eigenvalues, and obtains a tighter bound using
lemma 5 again.
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